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arguments. -pass-file by

default reads a file of
passwords to test,but it

can be redirected to a file
or a pipe for convenience
-for example, the windows

binarypackages (for
cracking hash passwords)

and utilities (such as
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read its arguments from
the command line, or to
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arguments. john the
ripper is also fully

configurable. it includes a
compiler so the user can
write their own cracking
algorithms and even a

compiler for writing
custom cracking modules.

john's compiler is also
used to quickly develop
support for new hash
types. we started our

journey to visualize cfd
data in 1999 with the
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original image-based
renderer, tecplot+ and
advanced it with the

introduction of the first
cfd data viewer in 2005,
tecplot+vision. we saw
the need for a robust,

easy-to-use visualization
tool and went to the
market, setting the
standard for post-

processing of cfd data in
the process. we continued

to develop tools for the
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non-radius and non-
flow-3d markets, leading
to significant advances in
post-processing, image-
based visualization, and

the launch of
tecplot+vision plus. it was
a breakthrough moment

when tecplot+vision
advanced from its original
cli-based visualization tool
to a full-blown gui-based

data viewer. with
tecplot+vision, our
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customers could now
visualize complex cfd
data in a seamless,

interactive environment
without the need for long
development cycles. so,
we started the tecplot+

vision plus project,
focusing on the needs of

tecplot+ vision plus users.
we saw a need for fully

featured multi-viewing, a
new user interface, and

integration with the latest
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in image-based visual
analysis tools. the result

was the release of
tecplot+vision plus 2015,

the most advanced cfd
data viewer in the world.
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